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Men’s Reproductive Health:
Homeopathy Has a Place

Dear…
As Valentine‟s Day approaches and I turn my thoughts to my
husband, Perry. He has always been my rock, which is why I
chose to write about men‟s health this week.
Ladies, as Valentine‟s Day comes around, know that even in love,
homeopathy is here to help.
Love,

Such a delicate subject requires superior medicine. Homeopathy
treats the whole person using safe, natural substances in a
potentized form. Instead of medicating the problem, homeopathy
addresses the entire person.
This means that digestion, skin, and sinuses are all connected.
So, when a man has a problem that is experienced in one area,
the entire person must be considered.
Homeopathic philosophy believes that the human body has the
ability to heal itself when given the matching stimulus found in
nature. The stimulus is in the form of a homeopathic remedy
that is taken in pill form.
The correct homeopathic remedy will bring about the action that
will put the sufferer‟s pathology to rest. It will also relieve other
maladies that accompany the main problem.
Let‟s consider three of the most valuable homeopathic remedies
for a most important issue that may occur in a man‟s life.
Caladiura is a remedy of repute that has been used for the
inability to perform. The key to determining the choice of this
remedy is the sufferer‟s demeanor. He is often one who
experiences mental depression along with impotence and the new
problem is met with a deepening of the depression.
The remedy Selenium has been shown to be of greatest value
when the man experiences weakness after coition. This may not
happen every time, but more commonly occurs after excesses.
Accompanying exhaustion, there may also be prostate problems
such as urine and seminal loss.
Agnus castus is reputed to be of value for men as they age and is
noteworthy when the desire has been lost or impotence is a
problem. Premature old age, where the genitalia are cold, is a
characteristic that historically points to the need for this remedy.

Often, there is a history of an excessive sexual appetite earlier in
life; but, in later years, this is missing. There may be
accompanying anxiety and despair, particularly about health
issues and especially his masculine ability.
Memory and mental dullness may also be present. A collapsed or
broken down state that occurs after overindulgence in alcohol,
drugs (prescription or over the counter), or in sexual matters
may also be present in men who will benefit from this remedy.
Lycopodium is a fine remedy of repute in men‟s health. When
sexual dysfunction accompanies a lack of confidence though there
is an increased desire, this remedy can be considered. This
situation can be particularly trying in old men who marry young
wives and are impotent as a result of their age. There is often a
corresponding abdominal bloating and distention that may be
distressful after eating. Gurgling, gas, and belching are also a
problem for this man.
Homeopathy is whole medicine that is chosen for each person on
an individual basis. The correct remedy will stimulate the
person‟s natural healing response to bring the body back to
balance and heal itself. No drugs of questionable safety, no
regular repeated use. Just a return to plain old fashioned well
being so that the problem simply doesn‟t exist.
The gift of genuine health, what a great Valentine‟s gift!
The information provided in this article is for educational purposes only and may not be
construed as medical advice. The reader is encouraged to make independent inquires and to
seek the advice of a licensed healthcare provider.

„Interested in finding out if Homeopathy
is a fit for your and your family‟s health strategy? Call
(716-941-1045) or EMAIL us to set up a FREE 15
minute phone conversation with Joette.

Hot Off the Press!
New! Joette‟s newest article Get Your Kids High is featured on
the Liberation Wellness blog. The information may surprise
you…
Using nature as our guide, check out Love Those Ants, Joette‟s
guest blog posting on Living Crunchy. Don‟t take these pesky
critters for granted, same goes for you symptoms.
HomeopathyWorks.net newest blog post:
Get Your PhD in Mothering

Check it Out!
Here is an excerpt from our blog archives titled, Discovering
Kvass! “Kvass. It might be new to the store shelves, but it‟s
actually an age-old beverage, hailing from Russia, and it‟s lipsmacking good.”

Chico, California

I would like to take a moment to update everyone on our very
successful event in Chico, California last month. We had an
amazing turn out with a room full of welcoming people. I was so
excited to be part of such a diverse group, all with one common
interest, Homeopathy.
Not to mention the food was fabulous & so delicious. It inspired
me to share my own Acorn Squash soup recipe on our blog.
Not only did I thoroughly enjoy speaking at this two day event
but that I was also able to spend time with my family exploring
all the different things that California has to offer. That is us, in
the photo above, on a cable car in San Francisco!

Did You Know?
Ever wonder what all of the letters at the end of Joette‟s name
mean? Well, let her explain and read all about it.

Yum, Candy!
And I don‟t mean the bagged up imposters in the seasonal aisle
at every store in the nation. I mean REAL candy, the kind where
you know exactly what it contains because you mixed it yourself.

So fold in a bit of love with those stirs & give some of my recipes
a try, just in time for Valentine‟s Day!
Check out Joette‟s Recipes on her blog:
Homemade Candies – Quick Making, Real Healthy, Kid Pleasers

Quote From Joette:
“Real medicine bears a distinctive stamp and each case tells its
own fresh story. Each person is individually addressed and the
remedy meticulously selected.”

New to our email list?

Then you can check out our past

e-newsletters HERE

Follow our blog!

Sign up for automatic blog updates by
going to our blog and entering your email address on the right
under the “Follow Our Blog Via Email.” It‟s that easy! Remember
you can always unsubscribe.

Books, Downloads, and CDs from Joette:
If you liked today's issue, you'll LOVE learning more about
Joette's programs and services for those seeking robust health
via homeopathy. Joette offers a FREE audio CD, lots of FREE
articles, a great blog, workshops, coaching, and other resources
to help mothers (and interested fathers too). Learn more now at
our website and see more great products.

Social Media
Follow us on Twitter…
Join us on Facebook…
Keep up with our blog!
Follow:

Have a Suggestion?

If you have a specific question you'd like answered or topic covered
in future issues, please E-mail suggestions or post comments on our
blog.

About Joette

Joette Calabrese, HMC, CCH, RSHom(Na) instructs folks
how to add, obtain, and maintain authentic, vigorous
health via homeopathy and sound nutrition by offering
time-tested and scientific principles. She has become a
trusted voice that is decidedly educated, experienced,
and committed and has a following of discerning clients
throughout the United States and abroad.

Please Note...

Joette is not a physician and the relationship between
Joette & her clients is not of prescriber and patient, but
as educator and client. It is fully the client's choice whether or not to take
advantage of the information Joette presents. Homeopathy doesn't "treat"
an illness; it addresses the entire person as a matter of wholeness that is an
educational process, not a medical one. In order to be treated or diagnosed,
Joette believes that the advice of a holistic physician is an order.
* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This
(ezine) is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. The information in
this ezine should be used only after consulting with your doctor or other health care
professional and should NOT be considered personalized health care advice. This is meant
for educational purposes only. We hope you will educate yourself thoroughly.
Copyright Homeopathy Works, 2009. All rights reserved. The information in this Ezine may be copied
in its entirety but must have all copyright information included. The contact and creation information
must be incorporated and only for a not-for-profit arrangement. An endorsement of this newsletter
and support for subscription would be appreciated. Our goal is to promote the use of homeopathy in
the home.
To unsubscribe, click the link below:
https://homeopathyworks.infusionsoft.com/opt?o=6&i=17338&s=238270&e=3fe276a4
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